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National President’s Column 

Welcome to the first issue of United
Service in 2023. 

This issue contains some interesting
presentations of an excellent seminar
conducted by the Royal United Services
Institute of Tasmania in 2022 that explored
the security challenges of Antarctica and
the Southern Ocean. There has been an
assumption in defence circles that an
attack on Australia would come from or through the Archi -
pelago to our north. This seminar was a timely reminder that
Australia has considerable strategic interests in Antarctica and
the Southern Ocean, and that an attack on Australia could be
mounted from the Southern Ocean, especially by missiles
launched by submarines.

We had intended to publish these seminar presentations in
the fourth issue of United Service in 2022, but because of the
deteriorating geostrategic situation facing Australia and the
urgency of the Commonwealth Government’s Defence Strate -
gic Review (DSR), we considered that a higher priority was to
publish the RUSI-A submission made to the DSR. 

In February 2023, Dr Stephen Smith and Sir Angus
Houston delivered their DSR to the Government. The
Government announced that it would release to the public in
March 2023 an unclassified version of the DSR, together with
the Government’s response to the recommendations in the
DSR. 

Quite separate to the DSR, a Nuclear-Powered Submarine
Task Force has been researching nuclear-powered sub -
marines for the RAN and is expected to deliver its report to
Government in March 2023 on the design of the nuclear-
powered submarines to be acquired or built under the AUKUS
agreement.

There has been much media and commentator speculation
as to what may have been recommended by the DSR and the
separate submarine task force. Some of this speculation is due
to several proposals from ship manufacturers to build addi -
tional or new naval ships and some is due to recent defence
expenditure decision by the Commonwealth Govern ment.
Some of these expenditure decisions, such as replacing the
fleet of MRH-90 Taipan helicopters with Black hawk and
Seahawk helicopters, were proposed prior to the DSR being
announced. However, the decision in January 2023 to
purchase Norwegian Naval Strike Missiles and High Mobility
Artillery Rockets for the Army was announced during the DSR.

Regardless of this speculation, the recommendations from
these two reports are likely to influence the shape of the ADF
for many years and will be highly important to the defence
industry both in Australia and overseas. RUSI-A will analyse
these reports and provide detailed commentary to our
members.

Paul Irving, AM
National President
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It gives me great pleasure to deliver the annual Sir
Hermann Black Memorial lecture. I am delighted to
return to speak once again at the Royal United
Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies of
New South Wales (RUSIDSS-NSW). I recognise the
role and the extraordinary long history of the Institute.
The role of the Institute is more important than ever
given the challenges that Australia now faces. 

To add a personal touch, while I have no pre -
tensions whatsoever in a military sense, my long-
standing interest in our defence and security does fit
my background. As a young boy we moved regularly to
different parts of Australia including Ingleburn and
Seymour in my early years, as my father was a regular
army veteran of the 9th Division in World War Two and
then of the 51st and 31st Battalions in Bougainville.

Since then I have taken a keen interest in military
history and visited a number of World War One and
Two battlefields in particular. Having seen the photo -
graph on the wall in the Anzac Memorial, Sydney of
the commemoration of Alamein, I was at Alamein for
the 70th anniversary in 2012. I was also a member of
Prime Minister Tony Abbott appointed committee
recommending the creation of the Monash Centre at
Villers-Bretonneux which was opened on 24 April
2018; an event attended by both the former Prime
Ministers Malcolm Turnbull and Tony Abbott.

To review this extraordinary year 2022, significantly,
we have had two governments. For the first five
months of the year the Liberal coalition Scott Morrison
government and the current Labor government under
Prime Minister Anthony Albanese.

Where are we now?
I begin with three overarching aspects on where

Australian polity is at the moment.
The first is that Australia is now in a unique and

unprecedented situation never faced before. From
1788 to the early 1940s, the protection of Australia
was underwritten by British power and the Royal Navy.
That changed in the early 1940s and from then on we
became closely allied with the United States;
formalised in the early 1950s with the ANZUS treaty,
and thereafter during the Cold War and the post-Cold
War period. This was a period of international primacy
and supremacy of the United States. We were parti -
cipants and beneficiaries of that, however, in recent
years we have seen a new situation emerging with the
rise of China.

China is a powerful country with a very substantial
population that has gone through an economic boom
over the recent decades. When I first went to China in
1976 there were no cars on the streets of Beijing,
people rode bikes, and almost everyone wore Mao
uniforms. Looking at the transformation of China over
the last 50 years, there has been nothing similar in
world history.

China not surprisingly aspires to be the regional
hegemon; a country with a fascist/communist govern -
ment whose values in no way coincide with the values
of liberalism or democracy. The strategic analyst Alan
Gyngell stated this very effectively a few years ago -
“…there’s no doubt in my mind that the post-Second
World War order that suited Australia so much has
come to an end, it is not being challenged, it is not
changing, it is over, it is finished”. That is a sharp and
accurate statement reminding us of where we are
today.

In recent years under the current Chinese
leadership we have seen a very assertive strategy,
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making it absolutely clear that China does not intend
to adhere to the existing global norms. China wants to
change those global norms and China's strategic aim,
although it does not say so but is very clear, is to
secure the withdrawal of the United States from East
Asia. If that happened the consequences for Australia
would be enormous.

I think the right way to look at China is to recognise
that the interests of Australia are no longer to maintain
American primacy in East Asia; that is not possible or
feasible. Our interest is to maintain a balance of power
in East Asia, in which we see China's power balanced
against other countries. Those other countries involve
the United States, Japan, India, Australia and some
countries of Southeast Asia. The issue really is the
changing balance of power in the region; the fact is
that we do now face a unique situation not seen before
in our existence since 1788.

The second aspect is that the challenge for
Australia is not just in defence and security spheres.
We have got to look at our strategic situation and how
we relate to that situation as a country, to economic
performance, productivity, technological sophistica -
tion, our unity as a country, our capacity to agree on
the challenges we face and decide what to do about
them collectively as a nation. The challenge relates to
our trading relationships, our cyber security, and the
quality of our diplomacy.

The way to understand the challenge we face is to
accept it is not as a challenge in just one silo, but as a
challenge to the whole of government/nation. We see
this looking at the recent global pandemic where we
did not see co-operation between the United States
and China to manage the issue, instead we saw
rivalry. One of the fundamental differences was the
capacity of countries to manage the pandemic. The
United States struggled in terms of its inability to
effectively manage the pandemic. China now has got
itself into internal policy trouble as well. Australia
fortunately in terms of our relative performance did
well.

We now see a global energy crisis, wherein the
capacity of countries to manage the crisis will be
important in terms of their overall resilience and
capability. This underlines the point I emphasise when
we look at the challenges in the world today; we have
to see them with a wider lens.

The third aspect relates to defence and national
security. Currently, we are spending 2% of the GDP on
national defence. An expenditure that is com pre -
hensively inadequate with regard to the statements
made on defence policy by the previous Morrison and
the current Albanese governments; and the sheer
national security challenge we face. Looking at the
recent AUKUS nuclear-powered submarine deal, there
is no way we can proceed with that deal without taking
defence spending significantly above 3% of the GDP.
That would imply 50% increase in defence spending.  

There are enormous ramifications for any govern -
ment in terms of sourcing defence spending given  that
we face a substantial budget deficit against pressing
spending demands on aged care, in the welfare
sector, the health sector, NDIS etc.  So funding of
defence, let alone advancing the quality of defence
and security decision making is going to be
fundamental.

Change of Government
2022 was a year in which we saw a political tran -

sition from the coalition Liberal Morrison government
to the Labor Albanese government. Like all election
campaigns this was fairly intense and somewhat bitter.

However, while there have been significant dif -
ferences between Labor and Liberal parties, it is also
true that there is a deep strategic bipartisanship. This
is fundamental for Australia because one of the chal -
lenges we face is our capacity to work together poli -
tically. We must have quality in our national unity. We
have seen the extent to which internal domestic
division in the United States is weakening the internal
strength and resilience of the United States and that
may play out in terms of America's role in the world.
Similarly, it is enormously important for Australian
political parties to work together to prevail and
maintain that sense of strategic bipartisanship.

The Morrison Government
Although the former Prime Minister Scott Morrison

was inexperienced in foreign policy when he became
the Prime Minister in August 2018, was not a natural
diplomat or spoke the language of diplomacy,
however, he understood political power and made
credible conclusions as the Prime Minister.

The first was that China's economic and strategic
coercion against Australia was designed to break
Australia's will and force us into accommodating
foreign and security policies favouring China. China's
economic coercion against Australia had international
signi fi cance. While China had engaged in trade and
eco nomic retaliation against a number of countries,
the aggressive posture on Australia was direct,
specific and was directed against a close American
ally. Designed as far as Morrison was concerned, to
break Australia's will and to break his will as Prime
Minister and see him submit to China. Morrison saw
the challenge as not just a personal and political
challenge but one that went to his strength and
resilience as the Prime Minister of Australia.

The interesting feature about China's economic
coercion against Australia was that it maintained
rather than disrupted our internal unity. A number of
people have disputed this assessment. If someone
had stated about eight years earlier that China would
engage in economic coercion against Australia in
blocking the import of a whole range of Australian
products, would Australia have had the resilience to
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stand up to China, or would we have backed down to
an extent and made concessions? I felt there was a
risk that we might back down and make concessions,
but in the end that did not eventuate. I think this is
really important in terms of the measure of Australian
resilience.

The second aspect was that Morrison deepened
and broadened our strategic ties with the United
States. Morrison felt that in a changing world with the
rise of China, with China flexing its muscles, it was
enor mously important that Australia build upon its
existing alliance with the United States and add value
to that alliance. This was not an easy thing to do.
Donald Trump then was the American President and
was hostile to the alliance system. Trump on many
occasions stated that America had been exploited by
its allies, particularly by European allies who had
become free riders, reliant on the USA for their
defence and security with the corresponding costs
covered by American defence spending. The
management of Trump in this situation was crucial; as
evident in the phone call between then Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull and Donald Trump, where the
existing alliance engagement became precarious.
However, under both Turnbull and Morrison
governments we got through that uncertainty in our
strategic security alliance. Australia thence managed
relations with Trump more effectively than many other
American allies.

Under Morrison we saw the AUKUS agreement
emerge. AUKUS was Morrison’s idea and initiative.
There have been very few such significant globally
important strategic initiatives originating from
Australia. Essentially, Morrison got a lot of leg work
done by the Department of Defence over the course of
12 months to review whether it was possible for a
country not having a civil nuclear industry to
nonetheless be able to maintain nuclear-powered
submarines.

When he got an answer that it was technically pos -
sible, he had to consider strategically whether it was
wise to proceed with the idea. That meant terminating
the existing submarine contract with France, with
adverse consequences. I think he did not sufficiently
appreciate the magnitude of the difficulties that would
be involved, given what transpired subsequently in the
responses by President Emmanuel Macron of France.
Morrison however decided to press ahead with the
initiative.

Morrison engaged with the Prime Minister Boris
Johnson of UK on the submarine deal, leading to
forming a de-facto partnership with the UK. I think
what was really important in the approach later with
President Biden of the USA was that this was not an
Australian approach by the Australian Prime Minister,
but it was a joint Australia-UK approach, leading to the
trilateral meeting between the three leaders of
Australia, UK and the USA.

Although they had been briefed beforehand by
Biden’s advisors Jake Sullivan and Kurt Campbell, that
Biden would probably respond enthusiastically, Biden
however had reservations. At the  trilateral meeting,
Australia and Britain were subsequently able to
successfully negotiate the reservations and the
resultant announcement made it a formal AUKUS
agreement.

The AUKUS agreement is an incredible challenge
for Australia, considering there is no other country
which does not have a civil nuclear industry but main -
tains nuclear-powered submarines. Australia has a
number of years to build our high-tech capability, our
nuclear expertise and our engineering capability. The
task is enormous with regard to training our submarine
force operating nuclear-powered submarines.

Morrison’s approach was very committed to
working with the regional partners as well. This had its
expression in terms of the Quad, a strategic four-way
security engagement between the United States,
Japan, India and Australia. Morrison wanted to build
and enlarge the scope of the Quad. The Japanese
were keen as is currently evident in the growing
bilateral relationship between Australia and Japan,
both, under the former Liberal government and the
current Labor government. The growth of Quad is
visible now with the alliance now operating and
committed to at the respective leaders’ level.  This is
significant, following a change of leadership in two of
the countries that the commitment to the AUKUS
agreement from the heads of government in the three
countries has been maintained.

Morrison was alert to working with the region in
terms of strengthening Australia's influence, strength -
ening diplomacy, and fundamentally about the
strategic task of containing an emerging and changing
balance of power in the region.

The Albanese Government
The current Prime Minister Anthony Albanese is a

warrior of the Labor left. A few overarching points
about the new government and its approach to the
global affairs requires emphasis.

The three senior positions in this government, in
international diplomacy, defence and foreign policy are
all committed Ministers in their allocated portfolios.
Besides the Prime Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister
Richard Marles is also the Defence Minister. The
number three Minister in the government and leader of
the government in the Senate Penny Wong is also the
Foreign Minister.  It has been long since the three most
senior figures in a government have all been
committed in portfolios that relate to Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Security, and this is an important aspect
to governance.

In relation to the outlook of the Prime Minister
Albanese as the previous opposition leader, he com -
mitted to bipartisanship on defence and foreign policy.
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In particular, he gave in-principle support to the
AUKUS agreement; and made it clear that he sup -
ported the deepening relationship with the United
States, and that he had strategic concerns about
China. He said this for two reasons, firstly, because it
was in his political interest to say so; he did not want
to give then Prime Minister Scott Morrison the
leverage to run an election campaign based on
defence and security. I believe Albanese accepts this
as a matter of principle that his support was not for
electoral reasons; rather he believed in it. 

On diplomacy Albanese is not a natural diplomat
since he has not had experience in international affairs
or diplomacy. Herein the close political association
with the Foreign Minister Penny Wong has assisted
Albanese into the realm of diplomacy. Albanese has
thus far been impressive with the poise he has
displayed in foreign policy matters.

The senior functionaries in the Labor government
have moderated the tone the party uses with regard to
foreign policy. They criticised the former coalition
Liberal government for the foreign policy tone they
used in dealing with warnings on China; the mistake in
talking-up fears about China and the potential threat of
war. Prime Minister Albanese, Defence Minister
Richard Marles and Foreign Minister Penny Wong
have changed the rhetoric, the language and the tone
which is a welcome change; and the discipline with
which they have done this is impressive.

The sheer energy that the three of them -
Albanese, Marles and Wong - have brought to the
table is to be commended. Penny Wong's performance
as the Foreign Minister leaves the previous Minister in
the Liberal coalition government in the shade. Wong is
enormously effective in terms of her personal dealings
with other Foreign Ministers and the heads of
government. She has travelled extensively overseas
as the Foreign Minister, and made Australia’s foreign
policy initiatives in the South Pacific and the South
East Asian regions a priority. To this end Wong visited
the South Pacific nations often, attempting to build
constructive relationships with the nations in the
region. Engagement with Indonesia, the closest geo -
graphical neighbour of Australia has received parti -
cular attention. 

Correspondingly, the Defence Minister Marles has
displayed the required commitment to the alliance
relationship with Japan. We now see on the ongoing
AUKUS engagement, the United States and Australia
talking about a possible role for Japan in terms of the
AUKUS technological agreements. Herein we are wit -
nessing significant strategic deepening in Australia's
partnership with Japan.

Albanese, Marles and Wong have collectively
focussed to establish a strong and engaging relation -
ship with US President Biden. Albanese has effectively
used the climate change issue, enormously relevant to
the Biden administration and to the Albanese govern -

ment as well, to strengthen that particular bond. Over -
all the engagement is about working together on
strategic issues.  The indications thus far have been
that the Labor government has made an effective
transition in terms of relations with the Biden adminis -
tration, and in terms of the defence co operation built
under Prime Minister Scott Morrison.

The Quad engagement has seen a strong com -
mitment from Labor. Labor came on board with the
initiatives taken by Prime Minister Scott Morrison. It
sees the four regional players, US, Australia, Japan
and India engaging together for a common purpose.
The responses by China from time to time show the
Quad is clearly of concern to them now and how it
might evolve for them in the future.

In relation to Australia’s engagement with China,
the Labor government has been highly effective, in
that a formal meeting has been conducted at the
heads of government level between President Xi
Jinping and Prime Minister Albanese. It would be fair
to state that a meeting would not have occurred if
Scott Morrison had won the election since the relations
between Canberra and Beijing were bitterly alienated,
and the rapport and communication would not have
been established.. The current engagement with
China is a tribute to the rhetoric, the messages and
behind-the-scenes diplomacy conducted by the
Albanese government.

A New Approach
The Defence Minister Richard Marles in recent

speeches emphasised a new approach to defence,
where Australia can project power, shape outcomes
and deter threats to national security. The emphasis is
also in terms of defending our nation at strategic
distance from our continent. 

In early 2023, Marles commissioned the Defence
Strategic Review to be undertaken by the former
Defence Minister Stephen Smith and former Chief of
the Defence Force Sir Angus Houston. The final report
of the Review will be delivered in early 2023. Signi -
ficant changes to defence procurement and the overall
defence strategy are expected. The purpose is to
review the configuration of our defence force, at our
capacity in terms of missiles and other capabilities,
and our capacity to project power.

Essentially one of the objectives is to address
some of the unsuccessful and protracted defence pro -
cure ment programs. Also, in March 2023 Marles and
Albanese after consultations with the US and the UK
are expected to announce details on how the AUKUS
agreement is going to proceed; especially the out -
comes, the timetable, building infrastructure, bridging
the capability gap, financing the industry etc to
demonstrate that Australia is able to undertake the
AUKUS nuclear submarine project. A series of deci -
sions in relation to the AUKUS agreement and the
nuclear-powered submarines will be unveiled there -
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after. The difficulty for the government will be to justify
how the current defence budget can accomplish the
submarine project, which therefore will have to have
significant increase in the budget allocation. 

The Albanese government has made significant
progress in their defence and foreign policy
framework. The government re-established dialogue
 with China without committing to any concessions; a
com mend able achievement. China has accordingly
reassessed their engagement with Australia, sug -
gesting that they have decided that it is in China's
interest to re-engage with Australia.

The US-Australia relationship is progressing as
well. It is likely that the former Prime Minister Kevin
Rudd is being considered as the Ambassador of
Australia to the United States. There are probably
different views on the appointment which may or may
not be wise in the future.

Taiwan significance for Australia
Taiwan currently is the single most difficult issue. A

military conflict over Taiwan will be a catastrophe for
any country involved and for the region. Maintaining
status quo in relation to Taiwan will be favourable in the
current geopolitical environment. That means strategic
ambiguity; not spelling out exactly what the United
States would do if there was a threat to Taiwan from
China but leaving open the possibility of the United
States getting involved. The focus should be to deter
China on the one hand and ensure on the other hand
that Taiwan does not take anything for granted.

The ongoing Ukraine war will sober China in
assessing what would happen if it embarked on a
military option in relation to Taiwan. China would pay a
substantial price, especially in the current unstable
domestic environment. Besides, the days of high
Chinese economic growth are diminishing. Kevin
Rudd, whose study and understanding on China is of
path-breaking importance stated, “I think that we might
soon be talking about “Peak China”, that is whether we
have seen the zenith of China's growth and that growth
is now going to be slowing with all the problems that
involves for China”.

Maintaining the status quo in the Taiwan Strait
relates significantly to the United States. A few weeks
ago I interviewed former President Donald Trump's
former National Security adviser John Bolton. Bolton
stated that he thinks that the next Republican
candidate for the presidency will encourage Taiwan in
terms of a declaration of independence.  Bolton may or
may not be right on that point. However, I would
reiterate that Australia should be making a strong
representation within the United States executive and
Congressional system to prevent a conflict in the
Taiwan Strait. 

The Chinese have been absolutely upfront that any
declaration of independence by Taiwan means war.
That would be a complete departure from the current

status quo and a violation of the current arrangements.
It would be an utter humiliation for Beijing and would
not be acceptable to them without taking some
offsetting actions. 

In the context of the rise of China the last thing we
want in this country is to have a major political and
foreign policy dispute with the United States about
Taiwan. But if America moved towards encouraging
and supporting independence for Taiwan as a way of
trying to boost Taiwan’s military strength vis-a-vis the
mainland, that would be an American approach. I do
not think either side of Australian politics would be
prepared to countenance such a position and we need
to bear in mind what that would mean of our
deepening strategic partnership with the United
States.

Australian Labor - Liberal Party bipartisanship
It is interesting to note what the Prime Minister

Anthony Albanese and the Liberal Opposition Leader
Peter Dutton say in statements about foreign policy.
They interact fairly well unlike Albanese and the
previous Liberal Prime Minister Scott Morrison. Dutton
as the Opposition Leader is talking in a different
approach to how he made statements as the Defence
Minister in the Morrison government where he
attempted to score political points off Labor. Dutton
has now stated clearly that he will support the
Albanese government where he feels they have done
the right thing and oppose them where he feels they
have not. In other words, Dutton has made absolutely
clear that as the Liberal Party leader he will support
the government on a range of foreign, domestic and
defence issues where appropriate. Dutton hence has
laid the foundat ions for ongoing bipartisanship; a
bipartisanship in which we see Albanese as the Prime
Minister and Dutton as the Opposition Leader, though
there are going to be respective political and policy
differences. With the Albanese government charting
and main taining an effective strategic pathway of
which Dutton is unlikely to endorse all of that, however,
he will most likely endorse a lot for the prospect of
ongoing bi partisanship on key strategic aspects
relating to Australia.
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The 21st Century strategic environment is dominated
by intensifying major power competition, and a growing
risk that such competition could easily become military
conflict. The period immediately following the end of the
Cold War in 1991 saw hope for a peaceful and
cooperative post-Cold war era emerge. This has been
overtaken by a re-assertion of major power competition,
particularly driven by a rapidly rising China and a
revanchist Russia, with the latter launching a brutal war
against Ukraine in February 2022 that has brought war
back to Europe for the first time since 1945. In the Indo-
Pacific, the rapid growth of China’s military power and its
activities in the South and East China Sea, and against
Taiwan, are generating tensions and risks that existing
major power competition could become military conflict in
coming years. These two fundamental changes to the
strategic environment suggests a future that looks full of
menace and risk. That risk extends to outer space, into
the deep oceans, and to the polar regions of our planet.
Competition between major powers is already intense
within the Arctic region, and there are worrying signs that
such competition could emerge in the Antarctic in coming
years. For Australia the potential for major power
competition to emerge over the southern continent
should be a cause for great concern, given the significant
amount of landmass covered by the Australian Antarctic
Territory (AAT). 

Central to the non-militarisation of Antarctica is the
Antarctic Treaty System (ATS).1 It’s vital to preserve the
spirit and letter of ATS and maintain its role – to preserve
a stable and cooperative status quo in Antarctica and to
prevent the militarisation of the southern continent. The
challenge to the current stability in Antarctica emerges
from the risk that major powers, such as China, will
choose to circumvent the ATS, by exploiting ‘grey zone’
actions that would gradually undermine or erode the ATS
over time.  In doing so, a creeping militarisation of Antarc -
tica could occur in a manner that gives that state military
advantages elsewhere, or allows it the opportunity to

challenge the sovereignty of AAT in coming years. In the
longer term, if the ATS were to be weakened that would
increase the likelihood for major power competition to
extract strategic resources from the continent in a
manner that could raise the risk of actual conflict. 

The solution to preventing this outcome is through
preserving the ATS through both diplomatic and techno -
logical means. On-going diplomacy amongst all ATS
participants, including making full use of the right for
inspections of facilities and activities, is vital, and should
be at the forefront of Australia’s approach to Antarctic
security matters. But that diplomatic path, backed by
established legal and regulatory mechanisms must be
backed up by better use of emerging technologies to
monitor activities across the region, to ensure attribution
of any violations of the ATS, and to deny opacity for a
state that seeks to circumvent the ATS. 

A range of new technologies, most of which are ‘dual
use’ in nature, can be employed without ‘militarising
Antarctica’ or violating Article I (‘Antarctica shall be used
for peaceful purposes only’) to ensure greater awareness
and transparency of states’ activities. The huge scale of
the AAT, and of Antarctica in general, as well as its harsh
operational environment, demands a persistent ability to
monitor activities through a mix of space-based sensors
on low-earth orbit (LEO) based satellites as well as
autonomous systems in the air - including at very high
altitudes in ‘near space’, as well as on and under the sea,
that are connected via resilient data networks, and
supported where necessary by human presence. This
‘system of systems’ approach is not about employment of
military capabilities in violation of the ATS nor is it a path
towards ‘militarising Antarctica.’ The technology would be
used purely for surveillance in open skies, in a manner
similar to the employment of ground and space-based
surveillance (also known as space domain awareness),
for ensuring the stability and longevity of the ATS. The
nature of the technology would allow it to be operated by
civilian agencies, with minimal or even no involvement by
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the Australian military. The reality of assured attribution
and denial of an opportunity for another state to exploit a
grey zone approach, reinforces deterrence against
challenges to the ATS and strengthens the agreement. 

Leveraging technology to support security and
stability

The case for using such technologies starts with the
reality that an absence of awareness of the activities of
other states invites violations of the ATS, however
gradual and subtle, that over time will erode the credibility
and efficacy of the agreement. Certainly, the ATS pro -
vides an inspections regime, in which ‘parties are obliged
to inform each other of their activities in Antarctic and
facilitate inspections by other parties of their facilities.’
This process should be maintained as a cornerstone of
the ATS, and broad area surveillance capabilities sug -
gested would contribute to the success of the existing
inspections regime by reducing the prospect of un -
declared or undetected activities. The goal must be for no
opacity and greater opportunity for inspections that are
informed by enhanced situational awareness of every
state’s activities. The approach of using advanced space
and near-space based surveillance should be shared
amongst all ATS partners, so in practical terms, China
would have as much right to employ satellites and fly high
altitude UAVs as Australia or the United States. 

Space-based intelligence, surveillance and recon -
nais sance (ISR) provided by commercially operated
satel lite constellations operate in a vacuum of sovereign -
ty. There is a legal right for satellites to overfly terrestrial
territory as there are no borders or designated airspace
in low-earth orbit (LEO). The use of commercial imaging
satellite technologies as well as other types of
surveillance capabilities, such as electronic and signals
intelligence (ELINT and SIGINT), from a polar or sun
synchronous orbit (SSO) means that broad area
surveillance can be provided on a daily or even hourly
basis over focal areas to monitor the activities of other
ATS members, and cue higher resolution persistent sur -
veillance of any activities that could be seen to be a
violation or circumvention of the ATS. That higher reso -
lution could be achieved from LEO-based satellites, or
from long-endurance ‘near-space’ based uncrewed auto -
nomous vehicles (UAVs). Ultimately, information gathered
from both of these types of technology can then support
the case for a request for inspections as allowed under
the ATS. The availability of commercial satellites for ISR
is going to grow as satellite ‘mega-constellations’ begin to
emerge, involving thousands of small satellites to provide
not just overhead imagery but also digital connectivity.
Likewise, new approaches to UAV systems are appear -
ing, with very long-endurance platforms such as the
Airbus ‘Zephyr’ UAV being powered by solar panels along
its wings, and able to stay on station for months.2 The
ability to complement such stratospheric-based platforms
with lower altitude UAVs operating as a networked sensor
cloud contributes towards greater situational awareness
of activities on the surface. These technologies can
operate under trusted autonomy, with humans on, or
even ‘off the loop’ that dispatch and control the UAVs via

satellite links from distant ground facilities. That reduces
further the physical footprint of such technologies over
Antarctica. 

The role of autonomy goes further from the air to the
sea, with the development of uncrewed surface vessels
(USVs) and uncrewed underwater vessels (UUVs) now
emerging as a viable capability for maritime domain
awareness. The Australian ‘Bluebottle’ USV are solar
powered and can remain at sea for weeks or months to
conduct autonomous maritime surveillance as part of a
networked system.3 Like the Zephyr UAV, systems like
Ocius’ Bluebottle USV allow long-term maritime sur vei -
llance of critical economic exclusion zones (EEZs) and
territorial seas around Antarctica and in the Southern
Ocean. In the same way as UAVs, USVs can provide a
comprehensive and common operating picture of
maritime activities through providing a platform for net -
works of sensors to maritime domain fusion centres
ashore, even if those centres are located in Australia, and
anywhere distant from the AAT. 

The technology mentioned above is simply the means
by which the ATS can be strengthened by providing
greater situational awareness of states activities on and
around the southern continent. From that greater
situational awareness will emerge the basis for an ability
to inspect other states activities across the continent, and
to challenge any perceived violations in a manner
consistent with the ATS. 

There are clear parallels with the application of space
domain awareness (SDA) under the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty (OST). SDA is a crucial element of ensuring com -
pliance with the OST, and occurs using both ground-
based electro-optical sensors, as well as space-based
optical sensors on satellites. Without an effective SDA
capability, it would be impossible to detect violations of
the OST or other irresponsible behaviour in orbit, and
thus hold would-be violators to account.  There is a norm
of accepting SDA as a means to avoid misunderstanding
and miscalculation that could then lead to weaponisation
of space. The employment of satellites and autonomous
systems over and around Antarctica should support a
similar norm of responsible behaviour in a manner
consistent with the ATS. 

The risks to the ATS
The key risk to the ATS’ Article I comes from the

establishment of dual-use facilities by some states to
support space activities. In particular, China is making
moves to exploit Antarctic territory to establish facilities
including ground stations for its Beidou global navigation
satellite system, and ground-based space domain aware -
ness facilities to monitor satellites in polar orbit. 

The ground-station for Beidou in particular is a
concern following China’s test of a new fractional orbital
bombardment system (FOBS) based hypersonic glide
vehicle in July and August 2021. The nature of the two
tests saw China launch a hypersonic glide vehicle that
circled the globe over the South Pole before re-entering
over the South China Sea. Unlike Cold War era FOBS
systems developed and deployed by the Soviet Union
between 1968 and 1983, the IISS’ Timothy Wright
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suggests that the Chinese system apparently ‘takes this
concept one step further by then providing operators with
the capability to manoeuvre the warhead laterally and
vertically towards its target…’ once the glide vehicle re-
enters the Earth’s atmosphere.4 Bowen and Hunter
challenge the significance of the ‘FOBS-HGV’ test
arguing that the tests ‘…does not usher in a new phase
of American vulnerability to Chinese weapons” and note
that in any case, “US missile defences have never been
able to fully protect American cities from nuclear attack.”5

They argue that such a system would likely be cost
ineffective, ‘requiring an enormous logistical effort
resulting in the building and fielding of hundreds of
launchers, vehicles, warheads and munitions.’

The use of a ground station in Antarctica could en -
hance the accuracy of such systems and could com -
plement one that now exists in Perth, and others being
established through the southern hemisphere in Africa
and South America.6 In the same way that the US Global
Positioning System (GPS) now exploits a Satellite-based
Augmentation System (SBAS) that enhances the
accuracy of GPS from metres down to centimetres,
through both space and ground-based infrastructure,
China can enhance its Beidou GNSS network.  That in
turn would enhance the military effectiveness of PLA air,
naval and missile forces undertaking operations in the
South China Sea or against Taiwan, including potentially
against the Australian Defence Force and our allies. In
crisis, its unlikely that Australia would permit China to
operate the Perth ground station but shutting down a
ground station in Antarctica is a more challenging matter.
In this sense, a dual-use facility in Antarctica, such as the
one established at the Zhongshan and the Great Wall
facilities in 2010, and Kunlun in 2013 can support Beidou
satellite navigation in a manner that could directly
support PLA military operations in a crisis.7

It's important not to over-dramatise the potential for an
Antarctic facility to give a decisive military advantage.
Claire Young dismisses the significance of Beidou ground
stations in Antarctica, but argues that ‘we should make
more use of aerial, remote, unmanned and satellite sur -
veillance capabilities…already needed to meet our
Southern Ocean Search and Rescue (SAR) respon si -
bilities, [with] remote monitoring [providing] cover for
more of the year than surface vessels do.’8 She argues
that space domain awareness from high altitude locations
in Antarctica, such as ‘Dome Argus’ (‘Dome A’)  ‘would
only contribute marginally to data easily available from
telescopes and other equipment in other parts of the
world.’9 That’s debatable given the growing number of
satellite capabilities for defence and national security that
occupy polar and sun synchronous orbits, that pass
directly over Chinese facilities, allowing valuable intel -
ligence gathering on the ground. 

Yet, the combination of activities that are dual-role and
the expansion of dual-use facilities over time by China
has the effect of gradually eroding norms of non-
militarisation as required by the ATS. This is a ‘boiling
frog’ analogy that sees China gradually reshape the facts
on the ground to suit its strategic interests, whilst eroding
the security interests of others. An absence of situational

awareness of Chinese (and Russian) activities inside the
AAT, and a reliance purely on the ATS Inspections
protocols, which depend on the cooperation of all parties
to work, creates the risk that over time, grey zone actions
allow a creeping militarisation. The introduction of new
types of military capability, such as advanced hypersonic
weapons, and the expansion of PLA power projection
capabilities beyond the second island chain into far seas
and far oceans in the South Pacific and Indian Oceans,
makes the potential utility of Antarctica to support military
activities – in a manner that circumvents the ATS – more
likely. 

Ultimately, it may not be possible to prevent states
from employing dual-role technologies and dual-use
facilities to circumvent the ATS, and even with enhanced
use of space and near-space surveillance capabilities
discussed above, a breakout from the ATS, or the use of
Antarctic territory for purposes which challenge the spirit
and letter of the ATS may become unavoidable. The
potential for illegal resource extraction would be one
possible scenario where greater situational awareness,
beyond traditional means such as Antarctic survey
vessels such as Australia’s the Nuyina can be employed.
Ship launched UAVs and USVs, as well as even UUVs to
monitor activities underwater could be employed in
concert with commercially operated satellites to monitor
a broad range of activities across the AAT and beyond. 

This approach would be consistent with the recent
decision by the Quad to employ space surveillance of
focal areas and to use satellites to cue maritime
responses to detected illegal activities. Philip Citowicki
highlights the role of satellite surveillance to watch for
illegal fishing as part of the Quad Leaders Tokyo
Summit’s new ‘Indo-Pacific Partnership for Maritime
Domain Awareness (IPMDA)’.10 The use of commercially
operated civilian satellites operating in polar orbits would
bring them over the Southern Ocean on a regular basis
in a manner that could enhance Australian and allied
ability to monitor commercial fishing fleets that regularly
plunder these maritime regions, and which ‘go dark’ by
switching off automatic identification systems (AIS).11

McGee and Bergin make clear that ‘maritime domain
awareness for civilian purposes is a ‘peaceful use’. The
Antarctic Treaty inspection regime expressly allows for
‘aerial inspection’ of stations and ships in the treaty area.
That might arguably include satellite inspection from
space.’12

The IPMDA creates a golden opportunity to establish
a broad area of maritime surveillance network comprising
both satellites, which could be jointly developed and
operated by all four Quad members as a common
capability, as well as investing in high altitude long
endurance UAVs that can provide cued persistent
surveillance of targets of concern or suspicious activity.
This in turn, can allow better employment of crewed
platforms – be they maritime patrol aircraft or Antarctic
survey vessels to track and monitor potential illegal
fishing activity in the Southern ocean. Awareness of such
activities occurring in territorial waters and economic
exclusion zones (EEZs) would enhance the effectiveness
of the ATS and reduce the ability of states to violate the
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agreement or erode its effectiveness over time. Such an
approach could be expanded over time to include a
broader range of autonomous technologies such as
USVs that can offer networked surveillance which is
persistent and allows greater detail and granularity of
activity in the region.

Australia is well placed to support such an enhanced
surveillance system. In considering space capabilities,
there is already substantial work underway under
Defence Project DEF-799 Phase 2 for the Australian
Geospatial Organisation (AGO) to acquire ISR satellites
as early as 2026 which are likely to be based in LEO and
‘medium earth orbit’ (MEO) in a polar and sun
synchronous attitude. These will be defence satellites, but
it would not be impossible to consider an extension of the
project to incorporate a commercial component that
would be controlled by a civilian agency or, as noted
above, as part of a multilateral grouping such as the
Quad. The growth of commercial satellite mega constel -
lations, based around small satellite technologies, and
the falling cost of space launch as a result of the
emergence of reusable launch systems such as
SpaceX’s ‘Falcon 9’ booster, would make the develop -
ment of a civil satellite network affordable, particularly if
costs were shared by several different ATS members. The
establishment of a launch site at Whaler’s Way near Port
Lincoln in South Australia, is the ideal location for
launching such small satellite constellations into polar
and sun-synchronous orbit, and the technology of small
satellites means that a regular refresh of the constellation
is the best way to sustain such a capability. This would
contribute to additional opportunities for Australia’s
rapidly growing commercial space sector, much of it
based in Adelaide. 

The autonomous vehicle component of an ATS
surveillance system would also be able to be developed
locally. Once again, the ADF is pursuing a range of
autonomous air vehicle projects, most notably with the
acquisition of four to six MQ-4C Triton surveillance UAVs
under RAAF Project AIR 7003. One path would be to
extend this project to acquire additional MQ-4C Tritons
which would be operated by a commercial partner and
not as part of the RAAF. This would immediately negate
any charge that Australia is ‘militarising’ Antarctica.
Investment in very high altitude long-endurance UAVs
such as the Airbus Zephyr, which sometimes is referred
to as a ‘psuedo-satellite’ for its very high altitude and long
endurance, could add to the system’s effectiveness,
either as a network ‘gateway’ between other UAVs and
USVs, or to support space-based sensors. Finally, with
USV projects such as the Ocius Bluebottle now in
advanced testing for Navy and Defence Science and
Technology Group (DST) a surface element to undertake
maritime domain awareness is a capability that could be
fielded reasonably quickly. 

Australia has a choice. It can continue to rely on the
existing ATS and hope that all parties honour the spirit
and letter of the agreement, without any intention to
circumvent and erode the efficacy of the agreement. Or,
it can choose to strengthen the ATS by reinforcing
situational awareness of activities happening on and

around Antarctica using advanced technology solutions.
The goal is not to militarise Antarctica but to strengthen
the ability of all states to challenge any violations through
the process laid out in the ATS. Technology gives us
better awareness of such risks. Its time we began
exploiting this opportunity before the ATS comes under
real threat.
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The Arctic used to be an ice-covered ocean
surrounded by land, while Antarctica is a continent
with its adjacent waters – the Southern Ocean. These
two regions are geographically different. However, on
many occasions, they are mentioned as one – the
“Polar Regions”. Questions therefore arise, such as
whether the Arctic and the Antarctic are truly
comparable and what happens in one Pole may affect
the other. This article argues that although
governance regimes of the two poles are significantly
different, there are indeed geopolitical lessons to be
learnt from each other. 

Different Systems, Same Players
Given the Arctic is largely an ocean covered by

ice, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea (UNCLOS) applies to the region, as do many
other international treaties and conventions, e.g., the
Convention on the Biological Diversity, and Minamata
Convention on Mercury. There are eight countries’
territories that fall within the Arctic circle – Canada,
Denmark (through Greenland), Finland, Iceland
(Island of Grimsey), Norway, Sweden, Russia and the
United States. These are so called Arctic States, who
have voting rights in the Arctic Council – the most
important regional forum for cooperation. Established
by the Ottawa Declaration in 1996, the Arctic Council
had a humble start as a forum for environmental
protection. Nevertheless, the Arctic Council has been
evolving towards a pivotal regional organisation on

Arctic affairs, with its permanent Secretariat set up in
Tromso, Norway in 2012.

The five Arctic littoral countries (Canada,
Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United States) or
“Arctic Five” adopted Illunissat Declaration in 2008,
claiming their stewardship of the Arctic environment.
Indeed, the application of the UNCLOS to the Arctic
serves the Arctic Five well, with most of the Arctic
Ocean fall into national jurisdictions. On the other
hand, the UNCLOS does offer certain rights and
obligations as legal basis for non-Arctic States to get
involved in Arctic affairs. For example, there are small
portions of the Arctic Ocean that lie beyond national
jurisdiction, especially the central Arctic Ocean
around the North Pole. The resources rich Arctic has
attracted attention from major economies, such as
China, Japan, Korea and India. They were admitted
as observers of the Arctic Council in 2013. Moreover,
in 2018, the Arctic Five concluded the Agreement to
Prevent Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the
Central Arctic with key high sea fishing states –
China, Japan, Korea, the EU and Iceland. This is the
first time that Arctic and non-Arctic States equally
negotiated a treaty that deals with Arctic affairs.

In contrast to the Arctic, the Antarctic does not
belong to any single country, thanks to the Antarctic
Treaty, which was adopted in 1958 by 12 countries in
the climax of cold war between America and Soviet
Union. The Antarctic Treaty takes a “bifocal” approach
to neither recognise, nor deny territorial claims.
Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty “freezes” territorial
claims of the continent and devotes Antarctica to
peace and science. Of course, claimant States –
Australia, Argentina, Chile, France, Norway, New
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on the Law of the Sea). 
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Zealand and the United Kingdom remain vocal and
active about their claims.

So far, the Antarctic Treaty has 55 contracting
parties, among which 29 countries are consultative
parties with voting rights during the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting (ATCM). In order to become a
consultative party, the country must be able to
conduct “substantial scientific research activities”
(Article IX, para.2). Therefore, only a small group of
countries are able to sustain expensive research
stations and icebreakers in Antarctica, to ensure their
seats in the decision-making club. For example, the
United States boasts the largest Antarctic research
program on earth, with three year-round Antarctic
Stations on the icy continent. China, though a late
comer, is currently building its third permanent station
on the Ross Sea Ice Shelf. All seven claimant states
maintain their strong presence in Antarctica as well. 

The Antarctic Treaty was adopted before the entry
into force of the UNCLOS and has maintained its
uniqueness in the international legal system. It has
since evolved with several legally binding instru -
ments, altogether called the Antarctic Treaty System
(ATS), including the Convention for the Conservation
of Antarctic Seals, the Convention on the Conserva -
tion of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CAMLR
Convention) and the Protocol on Environmental
Protection to the Antarctic Treaty (Madrid Protocol).
The Madrid Protocol has an eye-catching provision to
ban commercial mining activities in Antarctica (Article
7), which is subject to potential review in 2048, 50
years from the date of entry into force of the Protocol
(Article 25). 

Although the governing regimes of the Arctic and
Antarctica are different, there are same major players
in both Poles, e.g., China, the European Union (EU),
Russia and the United States. Therefore, geopolitical
tensions between powerful countries in one region
can affect other regions. The latest example is the
Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

Russian Isolation in the Arctic
Russia is an important Arctic state with the longest

coastline in the region. The Arctic used to be a
positive example for cooperation between Soviet
Union/Russia and the West. In fact, it was Mikhail
Gorbachev, the last leader of the Soviet Union, whose
1987 speech in Murmansk paved the way towards a
peaceful and collaborative Arctic over the past three
decades. Even during the Russian annexation of
Crimea in 2014, when Russia was facing sanctions
by the United States and the EU, the Arctic Council
meetings were still going on among all eight Arctic
States. Nevertheless, the Russian invasion of Ukraine
has led to severe consequences in the Arctic, given
its blunt violation of the fundamental principles of
contemporary international law – respect countries’

sovereignty and territorial integrity. On 24 February
2022, seven out of eight Arctic states decided to
pause their work and all official meetings under the
Russian Chairmanship of the Arctic Council (US
Department of State, 2022). Amid mounting security
concerns, both Sweden and Finland submitted their
applications to become members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO, 2022). NATO was
established during the Cold War as a collective
defense organisation against the Soviet led Warsaw
pact. The Arctic, from a military perspective, is
becoming confrontational again. 

Moreover, the Russian Arctic is resources-rich
with large reserve of oil and gas. The EU, which
heavily relies on Russia for oil and gas is determined
to phase out this reliance after the breakout of
Ukraine war. For example, EU nations have agreed to
stop importing oil from Russia that comes in by sea,
which rules out about two-thirds of the total (France
24, 2022). Germany and Poland aim to stop importing
Russian oil by pipeline by the end of 2022 (Reuters,
2022). Germany has also frozen plans for the
opening of the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline from
Russia (Reuters, 2022). The US is banning all
Russian oil and gas imports (The White House,
2022), while the United Kingdom will phase out
Russian oil imports by the end of 2022 (Reuters,
2022). 

Furthermore, ever since the Ukraine war, the
scientific cooperation between Russian and western
scientists has halted due to heated geopolitical
tensions. This is particularly worrying for climate
research because the Arctic is warming faster than
the global average, while Russian Arctic accounts for
almost half of the circumpolar Arctic (Nature, 2022). 

Implications for Antarctic
The securitised relationship between Russia and

the West in the Arctic has profound geopolitical
implications for Antarctica. Facing the West’s sanc -
tions on importing gas and oil from the Russian
Arctic, Russian oil giants such as Gazprom, Lukoil
and Rosneft must look for new export routes and
markets, primarily China, who has expressed strong
interests in the Russian Arctic. China has announced
its Polar Silk Road strategy (China’s Arctic Policy
White Paper, 2018), aiming to connect Russian Arctic
along the Northern Sea Route. Russia and China
have been politically close in recent years. President
Putin and President Xi, who met each other 38 times
since 2013 (Reuters, 2022), seems to share similar
views of the world order. Although officially China is
not supportive of Russia’s war in Ukraine, there is no
doubt that Russia is moving even closer to China for
security and economic reasons following the Ukraine
war.

So far, it is fair to say that there is no firm China-
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Russia alliance on Antarctic affairs. Russia has its
own version about the future of the Antarctic Treaty
(ATCM XLII, 2019). In fact, even in the Arctic, Russia
was cautious about China’s ambition in the region
and reluctantly agreed to accept China as an
observer of the Arctic Council in 2013. In a global
arena such as the United Nations Intergovernmental
Conference on Marine Biodiversity in Areas beyond
National Jurisdiction (BBNJ IGCs), China to a large
extent aligns with the developing world – the Group of
77 in the negotiation, and leaves Russia alone.
Nevertheless, within the ATS, for different reasons,
Russia and China are both highly suspicious of pro -
posals to establish Southern Ocean marine protected
areas during the Commission for Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)’s
annual meetings. The decision-making process in
ATCMs and CCAMLR is consensus-driven. The con -
frontation between Russia and the West, together
with US-China rivalry may lead to further division
between two camps in the ATS. This is not good news
for making decisions for envi ronmental protection in
Antarctica, especially in an era of human-induced
climate change. 

Conclusion
The Poles, though geographically far away, are not

immune from geopolitics and climate change. Ideally,
the Polar Regions should be a place of peace and
cooperation, so as to preserve its vulnerable and
unique environment for humanity. Thanks to its
remoteness, the polar regions could even become a
law and policy laboratory for achieving sustainability.
Because of their established governance regimes
under international law, there are still hopes that the
Arctic and the Antarctic issues would not be
completely securitised. In order to prevent forging
clear-cut camps fighting against each other, the key is
to maintain dialogue for every country involved, even
in dark times, with focus on common concerns. 
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The Antarctic continent and surrounding Southern
Ocean are a relatively remote region of the planet, far
from major centers of human population, industry, arable
lands and sites of previous military conflict. The Antarctic
continent has no indigenous population and most it was
only discovered in the late 19th century and early 20th

century. Large parts of the Antarctic coastline were first
mapped only in the 1940s. The discussion of militarisa -
tion of Antarctica therefore might be consi dered by some
as a curious topic. Antarctica, a region of about 7 per
cent of the Earth’s surface, is some times perceived as
being one area of the globe – whether due to remote -
ness, extreme climate or other factors – which has been
free from military concerns that have shaped other
regions of the planet. 

It is true that since the formation of the Antarctic
Treaty in 1959, the Treaty parties have been legally obli -
gated to ensure the Antarctic region remains free from
military activities, that is, remains non-militarised. This
might explain the perception that Antarctica is a region
used entirely for peaceful activities, such as scientific
investigation and tourism. Despite this, however, there is
also a regular current of academic and policy writing that
strongly expresses the view that militarisation remains a
significant threat to the Antarctic region (Brady 2017). 

To explore these views, this paper approaches the
issue of military activity in Antarctica through both an
historic and a future-focused lens. First, this paper pro -
vides a brief history of military activities in the Antarctic
region prior to formation the Antarctic Treaty in 1959.
Second, the paper explains how a geopolitical scenario
analysis of Antarctica might be used to create scenarios
on Antarctic non-militarisation. Finally, we will briefly look
at two scenarios adapted from a recent book on
Antarctic geopolitics (McGee et al. 2022) to illustrate
how the results of scenario analysis might be used to
inform thinking about militarisation of the Antarctic
region.

History of Military Activities in Antarctica
Despite the sparseness of the human population in

the region, during the first half of the 20th century
Antarctica was not immune from military-related
activities. In 1938-39, the years immediately prior to the
outbreak of war in Europe, German explorers visited the
Atlantic sector of the Antarctic continent in the area of
Neuschwabenland (German name), which is now a part
of the Norwegian territorial claim, with a view to
supporting a territorial claim by Nazi Germany (which
never occurred) and furthering the German whaling
industry which was hungry for sources of whale oil to
diversify German energy sources as World War II
loomed on the horizon (Luddecke 2012). During 1941, a
German raider1 in the Weddell Sea area, the Pinguin,
captured six vessels of a Norwegian whaling fleet and its
cargo of whale oil. The British responded by sending an
armed merchant cruiser, the Queen of Bermuda, to
patrol the area of the Southern Ocean between the
South Georgias, the South Shetland Islands and the
Weddell Sea, to deter further activity by German raiders
(Haddelsey 2014). 

Since the early 1940s, the Antarctic Peninsula has
been subject to overlapping assertions of sovereignty by
Britain, Argentina, and Chile, and is the one part of the
Antarctic continent that has been the site of overt
military tension. In 1942, an Argentine naval expedition
took formal possession of several small islands off the
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, including Deception
Island. This led in 1943 to the British armed merchant
cruiser, the Carnarvon Castle, visiting the island to
remove Argentinian flags and replace them with British
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cruisers. They raided allied maritime commerce and littoral installations.



flags. A month later, the Argentine naval vessel, ARA
Primero de Mayo, returned to Deception Island and
reinstated the Argentinian flags (Haddelsey 2014). 

In the Indian Ocean sector, the then unoccupied
Kerguelen Islands, under French sovereignty, were used
during World War II as a rendezvous and resting point for
German raiders operating in the Atlantic and Indian
Ocean areas. Germany had unrealised plans for a
German military radio station there also – this led to the
Royal Australian Navy laying mines in maritime
approaches to the Kerguelen Islands (Blyth 1952).

In 1946-47, the United States Navy conducted a
large military training exercise, Operation High Jump, in
the Ross Sea area in West Antarctica – involving 13
ships, several aircraft and over 4700 service members.
This was primarily a training exercise to acclimatize
United States military forces for operations in areas of
extreme cold, such as the Arctic, in preparation for
possible combat against Soviet forces. United States
military aircraft and personnel also carried out significant
aerial mapping of the Ross Sea and East Antarctic
coastline; and scientific work was conducted during this
operation as well. This United States military training
activity might have supported a legal a claim to territorial
sovereignty in the unclaimed area of Marie Byrd Land in
West Antarctica. The United States military has
supported the US national Antarctic programme through
a yearly Antarctic logistics programme, Operation Deep-
Freeze, which commenced in the mid-1950s.

In 1952, in another part of the Antarctic Peninsula,
Hope Bay, a machine-gun was fired by Argentine naval
personnel above the heads of the crew of a British
research ship, John Biscoe, which was unloading
equipment and stores to rebuild a fire-damaged British
base. In 1953, back at Deception Island, 35 armed
British Royal Marines landed and captured two
Argentine sailors and destroyed two huts that been built
by Argentina and Chile. During the 1950s, there was
also concern that the overlapping claims on the Antarctic
Peninsula among Britain, Argentina and Chile could
become proxy conflicts, with the United States and
Soviet Union being drawn into disputes over these
territorial claims by backing one or more of these
countries. The 1950s period was thus a politically-
charged period in the international system with signi -
ficant risk of these tensions spilling over to the remote
confines of Antarctica.

The international scientific collaboration of the 1957-
58 International Geophysical Year (IGY) facilitated
expansion of Soviet activity on the Antarctic continent,
including establishment of seven research stations in the
Australian Antarctic Territory, including the Mirny and
Vostock stations, which are still in use. In the tense
1950s Cold War period, there was significant disquiet
within the Australian government about these Soviet
research stations. Australia was concerned at a
continuing Soviet presence on Australia’s southern flank
that might lead to military bases in Antarctica.. The
Australian foreign minister at the time, Richard Casey,
remarked that: “We do not want the Russians to mount

installations in the Antarctic from which they can drop
missiles on Melbourne or Sydney” (Dodds 2017). 

The idea of basing military equipment in an in -
hospitable and remote environment might now appear
quixotic. The intense geopolitical competition of the
1950s, however, spurred highly ambitious plans to
obtain a military advantage, even in remote areas. For
example, the United States military in Project Iceworm,
had plans for basing mobile launch sites for nuclear-
armed missiles in trenches cut below the icesheet near
the Thule airbase in Greenland (Nielsen and Nielsen
2021). In this context, perhaps Australian concerns were
not so fanciful.

The Antarctic Treaty 
Concerns over the possible military use of the

Antarctic region were largely laid to rest by the twelve
Antarctic IGY states – the seven claimants2, plus the
United States, the Soviet Union, South Africa, Japan
and Belgium – forming the Antarctic Treaty at the
Washington Conference in 1959. The Antarctic Treaty
1959 should be viewed first and foremost as a peace
treaty that stabilised political relations between key
states in the region and diffused tensions over territorial
claims that had potential to spur security competition
and military conflict in the region. Article 1(1) of the
Antarctic Treaty states: “Antarctica shall be used for
peaceful purposes only” and there “shall be prohibited,
inter alia, any measures of a military nature, such as the
establishment of military bases and fortifications, the
carrying out of military manoeuvres, as well as the
testing of any weapons”. Article 1(2), however, expressly
provides that military personnel and equipment may be
used in Antarctica to support scientific research and for
other peaceful purposes. 

Many states, including the United States, Argentina
and Australia, have routinely used military transport and
logistics capacities to support their national Antarctic
programmes. The presence of military equipment and
personnel in Antarctica is allowed under the Antarctic
Treaty, as long as such equipment and personnel is
used in peaceful activities, such as supporting science.

The Antarctic Treaty also has important arms control
elements. Article V of the Treaty prohibits any nuclear
explosions in Antarctica, whether for military or peaceful
purposes. In the 1950s, testing of nuclear weapons in
the atmosphere was a high priority for both the United
States and the Soviet Union, but finding places on Earth
to test these weapons, without risking damage to human
health, was becoming increasingly difficult. There were
suggestions in United States military circles that, due to
its remoteness, Antarctica might be a suitable place for
testing of nuclear weapons. Again, such ideas were
arguably not quixotic. In 1958, the United States, in
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2Argentina, Australia, Chile, France, New Zealand, Norway, and the United
Kingdom.



Operation Argus, carried out a secret low-yield, high-
atmosphere, nuclear test over the Southern Atlantic
Ocean (Wolverton 2018). Further, in 1979, in the ‘Vela
Incident’, an American surveillance satellite detected a
likely nuclear weapons test near the South African
Prince Edward Islands in the Southern Indian Ocean.
This is thought to have been a joint undeclared nuclear
weapon test by South Africa and/or Israel (Cohen and
Burr 2020). Both these secret nuclear tests incidents
were undertaken outside the Antarctic Treaty Area, so
did not breach Article V. These incidents, however, show
the perceived benefits and risks of testing such weapons
in remote, southern latitudes, and the important work of
the Antarctic Treaty in prohibiting such tests in the
Antarctic Treaty Area.

Geopolitical Scenario Analysis of Antarctica
Article 1 of the Antarctic Treaty appears to have had

significant success in preventing any obvious military
uses in the area below 60° south latitude. There is no
evidence on the public record of overt military activity in
Antarctica which would be in breach of the treaty. Military
forces of various Antarctic states are involved each
summer in providing transport and logistics support for
national Antarctic science programmes, but there is no
evidence on the public record that these military forces
are being used outside of these peaceful purposes. The
Antarctic Treaty, however, may not continue to provide a
de-militarised zone on Australia’s southern flank in
perpetuity. The non-militarisation provisions of the
Antarctic Treaty need to be carefully supported. 

One way to provide support is to use the techniques
of scenario planning analysis, as used in broader fields
such as strategic and business studies, to generate
scenarios on plausible geopolitical futures for Antarctica.
The following scenario discussion draws on a recent
book-length exposition of this topic (McGee et al. 2022).
A scenario planning analysis can provide a more
structured approach to futures analysis of Antarctica and
can add to the conversation on the geopolitical future of
the continent.

To carry out this scenario planning analysis, McGee
et al. (2022) went through a process of identifying 49 key
driving forces for Antarctic geopolitics which ranged
across nine domains- political, economic, social, tech -
nological, environmental, legal, geographic, strategic,
and historical. These 49 key driving forces were then
ranked in terms of their importance and uncertainty,
thereby allowing the identification of two key critical
uncertainties for the future of Antarctic militarisation,
being the level of: 

1.  Stability of the international system 
This first critical uncertainty highlights the level of

geopolitical tension and uncertainty within the wider
international system and the extent to which this might
spillover into the Antarctic Treaty area and Antarctic
Treaty fora. The Antarctic Treaty System has exper -
ienced shocks from significant wider conflicts within the
international system, e.g. during the 1982 Falkland

Islands/Islas Malvinas armed conflict, and during the
2022-23 armed conflict in Ukraine. Such conflicts could
spill over and affect relations between Antarctic Treaty
states and their relations at Antarctic Treaty meetings. At
a more subtle level, this critical uncertainty also is
concerned with the extent to which wider geopolitical
contestation, for instance tension between great powers
– such as the United States and China– might spill over
to affect relations in Antarctic Treaty fora and in the
Antarctic region more generally.

2. Strategic advantage from Antarctic military
activity
The second critical uncertainty identified to generate

the geopolitical scenarios was the level of strategic
advantage that states might gain from Antarctic
militarisation. As mentioned previously, Antarctica is a
remote and difficult place in which to operate military
equipment and personnel. If there is no obvious strategic
advantage in conducting military activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area, it is safe to assume that, with
limited defence budgets and resources, states will prefer
to carry out such military activities in other places where
it is easier and more cost effective. So, a key critical
uncertainty for the future of Antarctic militarisation is the
extent to which there is an obvious benefit in conducting
military activities in the Antarctic region, which cannot be
obtained more cheaply and conveniently by operating in
other parts of the world.

Scenarios Pertaining to Possible Future
Militarisation of Antarctica

In McGee et al. (2022), the above two critical
uncertainties were then plotted on a 2 x 2 matrix with
high and low values for each. This generated four
scenarios of future Antarctic militarisation titled as
follows:

• Splendid Isolation: a scenario with high stability
of the international system and low strategic
advantage of Antarctic militarisation – the best
possible world in terms of keeping military activity
outside of Antarctica;

• Quarantine: a world of low stability in the
international system and low strategic advantage
in Antarctic militarisation – this is a more dan -
gerous world in that there are increased risks of
spillover of wider tensions in the international
system, but the low strategic advantage provided
by Antarctic militarisation offsets this risk; 

• Stealth: a world of high stability in the international
system, and high strategic advantage in militari -
sing Antarctica – this is a world without severe
risks of wider international conflict spilling over into
the Antarctic Treaty system, but also a world in
which a high and increasing incentive for military
activity in the Antarctic region leads to a subtle and
creeping militarisation of the region; 

• Cold War II: a darker world of low stability in the
international system coupled with high strategic
advantage in carrying out military activities in the
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Antarctic region, – perhaps as the result of great
power competition in international system with
spillover effects into the Antarctic Treaty fora and
region  combined with a significant incentive to
carry out military activities in the Antarctic region
as it offers advantages for military activities not
available by operating elsewhere.

In order to bring the scenarios of Antarctic futures to
life, the final step in the McGee et al. (2022) analysis
created four narratives, which are essentially hypo -
thetical short stories that try to evocatively portray what
the world envisioned by each scenario. The purpose of
these scenario narratives is not to predict the future, but
rather to present plausible futures of Antarctic militari -
sation that can be used to better think through policy
responses today and build capacity to manage the
pressures of Antarctic militarisation in the future. With
this in mind, below are abridged versions of two of the
scenario narratives from McGee et al. (2022) that give a
sample of how this scenario analysis might be used to
generate plausible futures. These two scenarios are
probably the most evocative, in the sense that they
illustrate the best and the worst future worlds that we
might plausibly envisage in respect to militarisation of
Antarctica.

Narrative 1: ‘Splendid Isolation’ 
This scenario illustrates a low level of tension in the

international system from great power competition,
coupled with a low level of strategic/military advantage in
taking military action in Antarctica.

The early 2020s saw rising international tension
between China, Russia, and the United States,
during the loss of life and economic disruption
caused by the COVID pandemic and Ukraine crisis.
The two-term United States presidency of Joe Biden
from 2021onwards, and successful COVID vacci -
nation programmes in most countries over 2022–23,
settled the more severe aspects of these tensions by
late 2025. 

The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting (ATCM)
has been unaffected by this period of great power
tension. Consensus decision-making within the
ATCM and the Commission for the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)
meetings continues to function well, except in relation
to proposals for marine protected areas near the
Antarctic continent. However, the Parties to the
Antarctic Treaty and CAMLR Convention have been
able to isolate lack of consensus to those issues, so
that the otherwise largely co-operative working
relation ship of states within the Antarctic Treaty
system (ATS) has prevailed.

By the mid-2020s, technological developments in
ocean sensors, satellite technologies, infrared
telescopes, satellite ground stations and global
positioning systems have advanced incrementally,
meaning that their military applications for situational
awareness and command-control-communication-
reconnaissance (CCCR) functions are moderately

more attractive. These technological developments
have not led to any significant increase in the
advantages of developing such capacity in the
Antarctic Treaty area (ATA). States such as China
and the Russian Federation, which have alternate
networks to the United States-controlled global
positioning system (GPS) system, have invested in
placing equipment in friendly developing countries in
Africa and South America. Equipment in these
tempe rate latitudes now provides similar per -
formance to the equipment placed within the
Antarctic area. As allowed under the Antarctic Treaty,
states have continued to use military personnel for
logistical support of research bases and scientific
work on the Antarctic continent and in the Southern
Ocean. 

In 2026, consensus was reached within the ATCM
on a new legally binding transparency measure that
will allow Antarctic Treaty states to request ‘macro
data’ on the type and nature of all information
received, transmitted, and produced from radio-
telescopes, infrared telescopes, satellite ground
stations, and ocean sensors operated in the ATA.
This new measure was agreed between the Antarctic
Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs) due to concerns
about possible ‘dual use’ of space research facilities
and ocean sensors; that is, short-term repurposing
between scientific and military use. In reaching
consensus on this transparency measure, the ATCPs
reaffirmed the importance of Article I of the Antarctic
Treaty and the prohibition of activities of a military
nature. The Parties agreed that the nature of military
activities in the 2020s had broadened in scope from
the use of military ships, troops, and aircraft in
Antarctica – as anticipated by the drafters of the
Treaty in the late 1950s. The potential for equipment
such as infrared telescopes, radio-telescopes, ocean
sensors, and ground station receivers to be used in
global networks of military CCCR capacities was
openly acknowledged. 

As a part of the inspection process in the
Antarctic Treaty, leading states such as China,
Germany, Russia, and the United States have
requested macro-data relating to the use of infrared
telescopes, ground station receivers and ocean
sensors used by other states in Antarctica. Analysis
of this macro-data has not yet raised any specific
concerns regarding re-purposing of such equipment
for use in military CCCR systems, but the new
transparency measure gives confidence that illegal
uses will be detected.

Narrative 2: ‘Cold War II’ 
This scenario illustrates a more alarming future of

high international tension among the great powers, and
high strategic advantage in states engaging in military
activities in Antarctica.

In the early-mid 2020s, competition between
China, Japan, India, Russia, and the United States
increases significantly due to tensions over maritime
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claims in the South China Sea, Taiwan, and tensions
in the Black Sea from the Ukraine conflict. Russia
and China have solidified an overt strategic
partnership which seeks to challenge the post-World
War II ‘rules-based order’ – particularly where these
rules conflict with greater resource access in the
Arctic, Antarctica, Outer Space, and the deep
seabed. In the Indo-Pacific region, ‘The Quad’
partnership of Australia, India, Japan, and the United
States, expands to include new members Indonesia
and New Zealand.

In 2026, during a routine inspection of equipment
at an Antarctic research station of a prominent
Antarctic state, an Australian inspection team detects
that radio telescopes and infrared telescopes are
being used to track the location of polar-orbiting
satellites of other states. This has been done to
provide targeting information to military CCCR
capacities of the military forces of this prominent
Antarctic state, including information that might be
used to disable polar orbiting satellites.. The military
forces of this prominent Antarctic state are located
outside the ATA, but communications from the radio
telescopes and infrared telescopes at the inspected
station can be relayed to terrestrial missile batteries
in the northern hemisphere, and/or killer satellites in
orbit, which are designed to shoot down, or disable,
the satellites of other states. 

In 2026, Australia raises this issue with the pro -
minent Antarctic state by diplomatic channels, but is
rebuffed. The prominent Antarctic state argues that
passive military activity is allowed in the ATA, as long
as there is no use of force which breaches the UN
Charter. The prominent Antarctic state argues that
the restriction on military activity in the ATA has
always been qualified by a state’s inherent right of
self-defence. This right of self-defence allows for
military (or civilian) equipment and personnel located
in the ATA to be used in military activities in defence
of the nation.

In 2027, support for the legitimacy of this
‘defensive’ military activity within the Antarctic Treaty
area has triggered an upswing in the scale and type
of ‘dual-use’ equipment being used at Antarctic
research bases. This has led to a more open use of
infrared telescopes and ground station receivers for
military communications and intelligence gathering to
support defensive military operations, including
defensive military operations occurring in areas far
outside the ATA.

Conclusion
Scenario analysis is not intended to predict the

future. Instead, it provides a methodology to generate a
range of plausible futures regarding a particular issue.
The value of scenario analysis is in providing
policymakers and participants in public debate with
rigorously constructed narratives of plausible futures
that can initiate creative thinking on how to manage such
issues down a desirable path. 

The scenario narratives of ‘Splendid Isolation’ and
‘Cold War II’ represent the extreme points of a desirable
and an undesirable future on the issue of Antarctic
militarisation. These scenario narratives, hopefully, will
be of assistance to policymakers and others in thinking
about the militarisation pressures that might come to
bear upon the Antarctic Treaty from technological
developments, particularly in space technologies. 

It will be important in the future, therefore, for policy -
makers to consider how existing provisions of the
Antarctic Treaty, such as the inspection mechanism,
might be better used to head off a path of militarisation
of the Antarctic Treaty area.
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This paper provides an overview of Australia’s
engagement in Antarctic affairs and of our national
Antarctic interests so as to establish the legal and
geopolitical framework for discussion of Australian
security in the Antarctic and Southern Ocean.

Australia’s geographic  footprint stretches from the
tropics to the South Pole and west and east across very
large areas of the Indian and Pacific Oceans. The
Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT) spans from below
Madagascar to below east of the Australian continent,
and the most eastern point of Australian maritime
jurisdiction is the extended continental shelf of Norfolk
Island in the Pacific. Australia has one of the three
largest maritime jurisdictions on the planet – even if we
exclude the AAT from that discussion (Figure 1).

History of National Claims to Antarctic Territory
Australia’s Antarctic interests have been shaped for

over one hundred years by Antarctic exploration and
discovery – initially through the efforts of Douglas

Mawson and subsequently by Australia’s continuing
Antarctic science efforts and discovery. These
interlocking threads of exploration, discovery and
science, and the Antarctic legal and administrative
regimes that Australia has established, underpin
Australian sovereignty of the AAT.

The validity of Australia’s claim to the AAT is founded
on early exploration and discovery, and the subsequent
transfer of territory from the United Kingdom to Australia
in 1933 through the Australian Antarctic Territory
Acceptance Act 1933 (C’lth), followed by the 1936
proclamation of the Australian Antarctic Territory. In
1939, to signify Australia’s claim to the AAT, the
Australian Department of External Affairs in conjunction
with the Department of the Interior, published a
Handbook and the first comprehensive map of the
Antarctic continent, showing the “Australian Antarctic
Territory”, France’s “Adelie Land”, New Zealand’s “Ross
Dependency”, and the United Kingdom’s “Falkland
Islands Dependency” (Manning 2010). The map itself
was not only a geographic depiction, it was also a public
illustration of how much Australia knew about Antarctica
at the time. The Handbook contained a detailed
chronology of historical Antarctic exploration and
discovery. Not shown on this early map were the
Antarctic claims of Norway (“Queen Maud Land”, made
in February 1939), Chile (1940) and Argentina (1942).

Current national claims to Antarctic territory are
shown at Figure 2. The Norwegian claim was made, with
some urging from the United Kingdom, partly in
response to the German Antarctic Expedition of 1938-39
in order to forestall any German claim in the region. 

Australian Antarctic exploration and scientific
activities were interrupted by World War II, but in the
immediate post-war period, Sir Douglas Mawson began
agitating for Australia to reassert its Antarctic presence.
The Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition
(ANARE) was established in 1947 and conducted the
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Figure 1. Australia’s maritime jurisdiction (Source: Geosciences
Australia). 



first of its expeditions to Macquarie Island, and Heard
Island. In 1948, the Antarctic Division of the Department
of External Affairs (now the Australian 

Antarctic Division) was established to administer
ANARE. Australia’s intention was to establish a perma -
nent presence on the Antarctic continent and in 1954
Australia established Mawson Station in the AAT.
Mawson is the oldest continuously running Antarctic
research station south of the Antarctic Circle.

Australia was not alone in seeking to assert an
Antarctic presence in the post-war period. One of the
biggest Antarctic efforts was the United States Antarctic
campaign from August 1946 to early 1947, codenamed
‘Operation Highjump’. Operation Highjump was a
formidable undertaking for the time, involving 4700
personnel, 33 aircraft and 13 ships. One of the tasks of
Highjump was to lay the basis of a United States claim to
Antarctica – although this was subsequently denied
officially. The United States continued its Antarctic
expeditions and activities after the end of Highjump. 

The Soviet Union, the other Cold War superpower,
also exerted a keen interest in Antarctica. In 1955, the
Soviets sent an expedition to Antarctica to establish
Myrny Station on the Antarctic coast in Dronning Maud
Land. Myrny was to be used as the base from which the
Soviet Union launched deep field expeditions to
establish Vostok Station, 1400km inland.

While Cold War tensions presented one set of
potential conflicts in the Antarctic region, the overlapping
claims of the United Kingdom, Argentina, and Chile
presented another. In 1955, the United Kingdom applied
to the International Court of Justice for adjudication on
the overlapping British, Chilean and Argentinian
Antarctic claims. This application failed when both Chile
and Argentina would not submit to arbitration. 

These two sets of potential conflicts presented a
particular challenge in the post-World War II period: a
region of competing sovereign interests mixed with
deepening Cold War tensions. Various attempts at
finding solutions to this Antarctic problem were tried. For
example, in the late 1940s there were attempts to
establish a form of “condominium” arrangement for
Antarctica, involving the seven Antarctic claimant states
and the United States. This, of course, met with hostile
rejection by the Soviet Union which asserted that it had
rights to Antarctic sovereignty dating back from
Belligshausen’s First Russian Antarctic Expedition of
1819-1820.

It was against this background that the International
Geophysical Year of 1957 to 1958 (IGY) provided the
catalyst for the settlement of these potential conflicts
through the negotiation of the Antarctic Treaty – one of
Australia’s most important international treaties. The IGY
ran from the start of 1957 to the end of 1958 so that
scientific observations could be made in both the Arctic
and the Antarctic. In the Antarctic, twelve countries
carried out scientific programmes: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New Zealand, Norway,
South Africa, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.  

The Antarctic Treaty
In 1958 the United States President, Dwight

Eisenhower, invited to Washington the 12 countries that
participated in the IGY in Antarctica. Thus began an
intense series of negotiations lasting from mid-1958 to 1
December 1959 when the Antarctic Treaty was signed in
Washington.  The Treaty itself is concise, consisting of
only 14 Articles – but its scope and reach is remarkable,
especially considering the deepening Cold War, and
conflicting views over Antarctic claims. 

Treaty provisions
In terms of cooling down Cold War tensions over

American and Soviet competition in the Antarctic, the
Treaty declares that “… Antarctica shall forever be used
exclusively for peaceful purposes and shall not become
the scene or object of international discord …”. Article I
of the Treaty provides that Antarctica is to be used for
peaceful purposes only and prohibits “measures of a
military nature” including prohibitions on military bases;
the conduct of “military manoeuvres”; and the testing of
weapons. Article V of the Treaty prohibits “nuclear
explosions” and the disposal of radioactive wastes in the
Antarctic Treaty area. 

In order to provide mutual assurance that these and
other provisions of the Treaty are being adhered to,
Article VII allows for Contracting Parties to appoint
inspectors “… who shall have complete freedom of
access at any time to any or all areas of Antarctica”. All
Antarctic facilities and equipment, and ships and aircraft
embarking and disembarking personnel and equipment
are open to inspection. The Treaty also provides that
aerial inspections can be carried out. Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties are also required to provide
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Figure 2. Antarctica showing territorial claims (Source: Australian
Antarctic Division).



advance notice of expeditions to Antarctica, the
presence of stations “occupied by its nationals”, and the
use of any military equipment and personnel “intended to
be introduced into Antarctica”. 

Therefore, although the Treaty does not prohibit the
use of military equipment and personnel in Antarctica,
their use must be for peaceful purposes and in the
pursuit of the provisions of the Treaty. The regime of open
access for inspections and the requirements for advance
notice were intended to provide deep mutual assurance
that Antarctica was to remain non-militarised.

Territorial claims
When the Prime Minister of Australia, Robert

Menzies, addressed the first Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting (ATCM) in Canberra in June 1961,
he pointed to the Treaty’s success in dealing with
militarisation and potential conflict, and to having agreed
“… to set aside the arguments about territorial claims”.
He noted too that the Treaty did not require countries to
abandon theirs claims; and that the Treaty included
countries that did not recognise claims (Press 2021).
Given previous post-World War II difficulties in dealing
with territorial claims in Antarctica, especially the
overlapping claims of Argentina, Chile and the United
Kingdom, and the assertions by the Soviet Union and the
United States that they had rights to Antarctic claims,
this was a significant achievement.

Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty states that “nothing
contained in the present treaty shall be regarded as a
renunciation … of previously asserted rights of or claims
to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica …”. Article IV goes
on to protect the “basis of Antarctic claims” of the United
States the and Soviet Union; and recognises the position
of those countries that do not recognise claims. The
Treaty provides further that no activities undertaken
during the life of the Treaty can be used “for asserting,
supporting, or denying a claim to territorial sovereignty in
Antarctica …” and that no new claims or enlargement of
claims are allowed to be made during the life of the
Treaty. Australia played a strong hand in these
negotiations, after initially being a reluctant participant.

To summarise the above, Australia has had a long
and active engagement in Antarctica and the Southern
Ocean, and in Antarctic affairs. Australia’s claim to the
Australian Antarctic Territory is protected by the Antarctic
Treaty, and stems directly from early Antarctic
exploration and discovery, and through valid legal
sovereign acts. That the Australian Antarctic Territory is
not universally recognised is moot (Scott 2021). The
Treaty establishes that the area below 60oS, about 7 per
cent of the globe, is to be non-militarised and free of
conflict. As a region proximal to Australia, this is a
significant national security achievement – securing this
into the future is the subject of this symposium.

Australia’s Antarctic Activities
Australia has three permanent Antarctic stations:

Mawson, established in 1954 (see above); Davis Station
(established in 1957, but closed temporarily during the

building of Casey Station); and Casey Station,
established in 1964. All of these stations are on the coast
of the Australian Antarctic Territory. Casey, the most
easterly of these three stations is directly south of Perth.
All three Australian stations went through a major
rebuilding programme in the 1980s, and are now, again,
set to be modernised (see below). Australia also
operates Wilkins Aerodrome, a 3.5km-long ice runway
70km inland from Casey Station. Australia also has
numerous seasonal field stations and camps, as well as
the unoccupied historical site of Mawson’s 1911-1914
Australasian Antarctic Expedition camp at Cape
Denison.

Australian access to Antarctica was almost ex -
clusively ship-based until the construction of Wilkins
Aerodrome in the mid 2000s. Since 2007-2008 Wilkins
has operated during the Austral Summer to receive
wheeled Airbus 319 passenger aircraft and, since 2016,
also heavy lift C-17A military cargo aircraft. Wilkins
Aerodrome also acts as a hub to link with other aircraft
to provide intracontinental air access to Davis and
Mawson Stations and to other field sites in Antarctica. 

In 2016, the Australian Government announced that
it was commissioning the construction of a “state of the
art” icebreaker to replace the ageing research and
supply vessel Aurora Australis. This new vessel, RSV
Nuyina, at 160.3m in length and displacement of 25,000
tonnes, has far more capacity than Aurora Australis at
95m and displacement of just over 8000 tonnes. RSV
Nuyina is able to break 1.65m thick ice at three knots,
providing Australia with greatly enhanced Antarctic
operational capability.

In terms of resupply capability for Australia’s Antarctic
stations, RSV Nuyina can carry 1200 tonnes of cargo, 96
containers, and 1600 tonnes of fuel. This enhanced
cargo capability gives the Australian Antarctic Division
the ability to streamline the servicing of stations and
balance the use of Nuyina, and other vessels, between
resupply and research use. The vessel can carry and
support medium-lift and long-range helicopters, thus
providing additional capability for resupply, field support,
science, and passenger transport. Nuyina has a crew of
32 and can house 117 passengers.

The science capabilities of Nuyina are among the
most advanced of any research icebreaker.1 They were
designed to provide sophisticated marine and ice-zone
research equipment and platforms that align with
national Antarctic research priorities.2 The ship can
operate at sea for 116 days, allowing for extended and
complex marine and oceanographic research to be
undertaken in the Southern Ocean, at the ice edge, and
in the sea-ice zone.

In February 2022 the Australian Government
announced $800 million of new funding over 10 years to
support Australia’s Antarctic efforts. The announcement
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included additional funding for inland traverse capa -
bilities to support science, mapping and explo ration; new
investment in remotely-operated vehicles for research
and mapping; new medium-lift helicopter capability;
additional funding to allow Nuyina to be used more
extensively for marine research; enhanced ‘on-the-water’
marine science capabilities and investment in a new krill
research laboratory in Hobart; and additional funding for
environmental management in Antarctica, including
remediation of contaminated sites. The funding also
covered investment in ‘enhanced intern ational engage -
ment’ in Antarctic affairs. 

Australia’s Antarctic science priorities are centred
around climate science, marine science, conservation,
and environmental protection.  

Australia’s Antarctic Interests
Australia’s Antarctic interests a were publicly

articulated in 2016 in the 20-Year Australian Antarctic
Strategy and Action Plan.3 These interests are to:

• maintain Antarctica’s freedom from strategic
and/or political confrontation;

• preserve our sovereignty over the Australian
Antarctic Territory (AAT), including our sovereign
rights over adjacent offshore areas;

• support a strong and effective Antarctic Treaty
System (ATS);

• conduct world-class scientific research consistent
with national priorities; 

• protect the Antarctic environment, having regard to
its special qualities and effects on our region; 

• be informed about and able to influence
developments in a region geographically proxi mate
to Australia; and

• foster economic opportunities arising from
Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, consistent
with our ATS obligations, including the ban on
mining and oil drilling. 

The Strategy and Action Plan foreshadows
advancing these interests through:

• leadership and influence in Antarctica;
• leadership and excellence in Antarctic science;
• leadership in environmental stewardship in

Antarctica; and
• development of economic, educational and colla -

borative opportunities.
It should be noted that Antarctic policy has had a long

history of bi-partisan (and multi-partisan) support. The
present articulation of Australia’s Antarctic interests is
not too dissimilar to that contained in historical
government documents of the latter half of the 20th

century. Coherence around Antarctic sovereignty,
support for the ATS, the conduct of science, and
protection the environment, including support for the ban
on Antarctic mining, adds strength to Australian

leadership in Antarctic affairs, and Australia’s ability to
influence future political and strategic developments.

Antarctica in Australia’s Security
As outlined above, the Antarctic Treaty established

the area below 60oS as a demilitarised region for as long
as the Treaty remains in force. This provides a significant
advantage to Australia: it does not need to establish and
maintain a warfare capability for this region, and can
concentrate on its military security orientation elsewhere
in the region.

Maintaining the strength and stability of the Antarctic
Treaty System is also central to Australian regional
security. While the Antarctic Treaty remains in force, the
status of the Australian Antarctic Territory remains and
direct challenge to Australian Antarctic sovereignty is
avoided.

Australia, along with France, was instrumental in
stopping the 1989 Convention on the Regulation of
Antarctic Minerals from entering into force, and instead
drove negotiations that resulted in the 1991 agreement
on the Protocol on Environmental Protections to the
Antarctic Treaty (Environmental Protocol), and with it, an
indefinite prohibition on mining in Antarctica.

Australia was also an active player in the negotiation
of the 1982 Convention on the Conservation of Marine
Living Resources, and the establishment of its inter -
national secretariat in Hobart. The Convention’s com -
mission meets annually in Hobart to set inter nationally
legally-binding measures for the protection of marine
living resources and the regulation of fishing activities in
the Southern Ocean. 

Australia’s Antarctic security interests are not only
centred on sovereignty and militarisation. Future global
environmental and food security will require effective
management of all the world’s oceans. Ensuring that the
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources (CCAMLR) maintains its focus and
leadership in protecting the Southern Ocean is directly in
Australia’s interests. Antarctica and the Southern Ocean
also play a key role in the global climate system. Under -
standing the future trajectory of climate change
regionally and globally, requires increased scientific
effort in, and understanding of, the Antarctic region –
understanding climate change and its impacts on
Australia, the region, and the globe is central to
Australia’s national security.

An Antarctic Security Outlook
In recent years there has been increased discussion

of potential fractures in the Antarctic Treaty System.
Some of this discussion has been around the rise of
China, and speculation on whether China is charting a
course to claim Antarctic territory (which would be
contrary the Antarctic Treaty); whether China is
conducting mineral exploration in Antarctica and will
move to overturn the ban on mining; and whether China
is militarising Antarctica through satellite and ground
station facilities such as BeiDou. Russia also has been
accused of non-scientific mineral-resource activities; and
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of potentially militarising Antarctica. At the same time,
there have been discussion about dual-use technologies
and grey-zone activities that are seen to be a sign of the
militarisation of Antarctica.  

While the Antarctic Treaty prohibits military activities
in Antarctica, it allows for “… the use of military
personnel and equipment for scientific research or for
any other peaceful purpose”. Many Antarctic Treaty
countries use military resources for logistic support, and
as platforms and equipment for research. Increasingly,
modern technologies such as satellites, drones and
submersible vessels are being used for Antarctic
research as they provide for safer data gathering and
increased coverage of the continent and its surrounding
waters. Much of this equipment does, or could, have
military application, and, indeed, aircraft such as the
C17-A used in resupply and support of Antarctic
research would be clearly dual use.  Some of these
issues are discussed in a companion paper in this
volume (Davis 2023).

In my view, the likely touch-points for future tension,
erosion of stability, and potential conflict within the
Antarctic Treaty System are in the signals that are being
seen at the moment. Conservation measures relating to
marine living resources are currently directly and
indirectly the subject of strong opposition by China and
Russia in CCAMLR. Both have blocked consensus on
declaring further marine protected areas in Antarctica;
and Russia has blocked consensus on setting fisheries
catch limits in the South Georgia region of Antarctica.
Both China and Russia appear to have taken the position
that they will not agree to any further or new measures
that might constrain their future fishing aspirations or that
may set precedents in other international regimes.
China, in particular, is looking to expand its krill fishing
capabilities in Antarctica, and while Russia is not
currently fishing in the Antarctic, its actions are creating
the environment for deep international discord. 

While there is no evidence of countries breaching the
mining ban provision of the Environmental Protocol,
China has talked of ensuring “balance” between
conservation and use of the Antarctic, and Russia has
active marine and terrestrial geological and geo -
morphological data-gathering programmes. While the
mining ban itself will be difficult to overturn in the
foreseeable future, tensions around mineral resource
aspirations are likely to increase in the future.

Conclusion
Jeffrey McGee covers Antarctic futures analysis in

another paper in this volume, so I will conclude this
discussion with some suggestions for maintaining
Australia’s Antarctic interests, and maintaining the
strength of the Antarctic Treaty System.

Investment in Australian Antarctic science and
research capability is critical. Australia should have the
ability to conduct nationally-prioritised research in the
Southern Ocean and Antarctica, and to be able to reach,
map and research all of the Australian Antarctic Territory
and beyond. Its research and logistics capability also

should be used for international collaborations and
capacity-building. 

Australia should work with other countries to enhance
the provisions of the ATS inspection regimes to give
collective assurance that the provisions of the Antarctic
Treaty System are being adhered to. This, too, should be
a platform for capacity-building. Along with the inspection
regimes, attention should be paid to adherence to, and
quality of, reporting under various components of the
ATS.

Australia should work with others to counter the
undermining of modes and norms in the ATS. This
requires skilled and engaged diplomacy. It too requires
capacity-building within the ATS.  

Lastly, Australia should be extremely careful to not
take any actions that in themselves are seen to militarise
Antarctica. While Australia should approach the future in
Antarctica with its “eyes wide open” (Bergin and Press
2020), we should be seen as an exemplar of adherence
to the ATS.
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